Disentangling the roles of arousal and amygdala activation in emotional declarative memory
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Abstract

A large body of evidence in animals and humans implicates the amygdala in promoting memory for arousing experiences. Although the amygdala can trigger threat-related noradrenergic-sympathetic arousal, in humans amygdala activation and noradrenergic-sympathetic arousal do not always concur. This raises the question how these two processes play a role in enhancing emotional declarative memory. This study was designed to disentangle these processes in a combined subsequent-memory/fear-conditioning paradigm with neutral items belonging to two conceptual categories as conditioned stimuli. Functional MRI, skin conductance (index of sympathetic activity), and pupil dilation (indirect index of central noradrenergic activity) were acquired throughout procedures. Recognition memory for individual items was tested 24 h later. We found that pupil dilation and skin conductance responses were higher on CS+ (associated with a shock) compared with CS− trials, irrespective of later memory for those items. By contrast, amygdala activity was only higher for CS+ items that were later confidently remembered compared with CS+ items that were later forgotten. Thus, amygdala activity and not noradrenergic-sympathetic arousal, predicted enhanced declarative item memory. This dissociation is in line with animal models stating that the amygdala integrates arousal-related neuromodulatory changes to alter mnemonic processes elsewhere in the brain.
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Introduction

The amygdala has been shown to be critically involved in promoting memory in both animals (McGaugh, 2004; Roozendaal and McGaugh, 2011) and humans (LaBar and Cabeza, 2006; Murty et al., 2011). The increased retention found for emotional declarative memory is thought to be driven by arousal (Cahill and McGaugh, 1995). Indeed, efferent pathways from the (central nucleus of the) amygdala are involved in regulating arousal-related autonomic, endocrine, neuromodulatory, and behavioral responses to threat (LeDoux et al., 1988; Reyes et al., 2011). In human fear-conditioning experiments, however, amygdala activity is often absent even though a sympathetic arousal response (e.g. skin conductance) is robustly measured (see Mechias et al., 2010; Bach et al., 2011; Fullana et al., 2015). This indicates that amygdala activity and arousal-related sympathetic activity do not always coincide. Therefore, these findings raise the question what exact roles these two processes play in enhancing emotional declarative memory.

Early studies investigating declarative memory have shown that arousal at the time of encoding is associated with enhanced memory. For example, stimuli that are perceived as more arousing (Bradley et al., 1992) or stimuli that elicit a sympathometric arousal response, as measured using skin conductance responses (SCRs; Kleinsmith and Kaplan, 1963; Buchanan et al., 2006), are typically well remembered. Functional neuroimaging work on the amygdala, which normally lacks the resolution to dissociate amygdala subregions, has revealed activation of this structure related to processing of arousing material, such as threatening or salient stimuli and faces (Morris et al., 1997; Whalen et al., 1998; Vuilleumier et al., 2001; Hariri et al., 2002). Amygdala activity during encoding furthermore predicts later
memory for such stimuli (Hamann, 2001; Erk et al., 2003; Dolcos et al., 2004; Richardson et al., 2004; LaBar and Cabeza, 2006; Murty et al., 2011). Indeed, subsequent memory-related amygdala activation at the time of encoding seems to correlate with subjective arousal (Canli et al., 2000).

These findings are in line with a role for the amygdala in activating arousal-related autonomic responses to threat (Chapman et al., 1954; Kaada et al., 1954; Reis and LeDoux, 1987; Gläscher and Adolphs, 2003; Reyes et al., 2011). Even though this could be a potential pathway through which mnemonic processes are altered, there is also data demonstrating that noradrenergic manipulations are ineffective in modulating memory in the absence of a functional amygdala (Liang et al., 1982; Cahill and McGaugh, 1991). Such findings indicate that amygdala activation during encoding of arousing material observed in humans may alternatively be a consequence of arousal-related noradrenergic-sympathetic activation, and reflect a modulation of mnemonic processing of the arousal material elsewhere in the brain (Van Stegeren et al., 1998; Ferry and McCaugh, 1999; McCaugh, 2004; Strange and Dolan, 2004; McIntyre et al., 2005; Roozendaal et al., 2008; Roozendaal and McCaugh, 2011). Existing human neuroimaging studies on emotional declarative memory, however, are inconclusive about these interpretations. In these paradigms, amygdala activity and noradrenergic-sympathetic arousal cannot be disentangled because the to-be-remembered stimuli are arousing by themselves (i.e. the arousing items later remembered might be more arousing than arousing items later forgotten). It is therefore unclear whether the amygdala activity found for items later remembered reflects neural activity associated with the initiation of a noradrenergic-sympathetic arousal response or an enhancement of mnemonic processing induced by this response.

There are also human neuroimaging findings that challenge the view of a tight coupling between amygdala activity and noradrenergic-sympathetic arousal responses. Dissociations between these two responses are often seen in neuroimaging experiments using classical fear conditioning, a widely used model for fear learning in which a neutral stimulus is associated with an unconditioned stimulus (UCS) such as an electrical shock. After acquisition of the fear association, participants exhibit robust and persistent noradrenergic-sympathetic arousal responses to the previously neutral stimulus (LaBar et al., 1998; Maren, 2001). Although lesion studies in humans indicate that the amygdala is necessary to acquire conditioned fear (Bechara et al., 1995; LaBar et al., 1995; Klumpers et al., 2014), a persistent amygdala response during the expression of conditioned fear is usually not observed (see Mechias et al., 2010; Bach et al., 2011; Fullana et al., 2015). This latter finding is in line with data from nonhuman primates showing that the amygdala is not necessary for the expression of conditioned fear (Antoniadis et al., 2009). These studies show that a noradrenergic-sympathetic arousal response to conditioned stimuli does not require activation of the amygdala. Thus, existing data from human fear conditioning experiments reveal a clear dissociation between amygdala activation and noradrenergic-sympathetic arousal responses, but cannot establish what the roles of these two processes are in enhancing declarative memory.

We therefore designed a functional MRI study to disentangle the roles of these two processes by orthogonalizing arousal and item memory. Participants took part in a combined subsequent-memory/fear-conditioning paradigm with neutral items belonging to two conceptual categories as stimuli (Dunsmoor et al., 2012). During encoding, items of one of the two categories (CS+; counterbalanced across participants) were paired with an aversive electrical shock in 50% of the presentations, while items of the other category (CS−) were never reinforced. In contrast to typical emotional memory paradigms, the specific item itself therefore does not trigger noradrenergic-sympathetic arousal responses. Participants returned to the lab 24 h later for a recognition test in which they were shown the items seen during encoding and new items they had not seen before. Subsequent memory effects during encoding were tested by separating confidently remembered items from misses and unsure hits (i.e. forgotten items). Physiological responses to CS+ and CS− items were measured using skin conductance (an index of sympathetic activation; Lang et al., 1993) and pupil dilation (an indirect index of locus coeruleus-noradrenergic activity; Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005; Bradley et al., 2008; Gilzenrat et al., 2010). We reasoned that if the role of the amygdala in emotional enhancement of declarative memory is to modulate mnemonic processing of the to-be-remembered material rather than to generate the noradrenergic-sympathetic arousal response, then (i) amygdala activation should predict subsequent memory for items belonging to the CS+ category, but not show a differential conditioning effect (CS+ > CS−); and (ii) noradrenergic-sympathetic activation should show a robust differential conditioning effect, but should not be directly associated with subsequent item memory.

**Methods**

**Participants**

Twenty-four right-handed healthy volunteers [12 female, 12 male; 19–32 years (mean = 23.25)] took part in the study. An additional seven participants did not complete the entire experiment due to apparatus failure or non-compliance with instructions. Exclusion criteria were: current or lifetime history of psychiatric, neurological or endocrine illness, abnormal hearing or (uncorrected) vision, average use of more than 3 alcoholic beverages daily, current treatment with any medication that affects central nervous system or endocrine systems, average use of recreational drugs weekly or more, habitual smoking, predominant left-handedness, intense daily physical exercise and any contraindications for MRI. All participants gave written informed consent and were paid for their participation. This study was approved by the local ethical review board (CMO region Arnhem-Nijmegen).

**Design and procedure**

Participants were tested in a subsequent-memory/fear-conditioning paradigm (see Figure 1) including neutral items belonging to two distinct conceptual categories. In 50% of the trials, one category was paired to an electrical shock (i.e. UCS). On day 1, first, the intensity of electrical shock was adjusted individually using a standardized procedure (see below). Following this procedure, participants underwent the subsequent-memory/fear-conditioning paradigm. Twenty-four hours later, recognition memory was tested for the individual items presented during encoding. This test also included the same amount of unseen lures. Which items served as targets and which ones as lures was randomized across subjects. Additionally, the experimental procedure included a category representation localizer paradigm and resting-state blocks. Analyses on these data are reported elsewhere (De Voogd et al., 2016). All experiments were programmed using Presentation software (Version 0.70, www.neurobs.com).
Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of 128 items which were either animals or fruits/vegetables. We excluded items with a higher threat value (such as lions and snakes) to avoid additional arousal and facilitated conditioning (Ohman and Mineka, 2001). The pictures were selected from the Hemera Photo-Objects set (https://hemera-technologies-inc.software.informer.com) and publicly available resources on the internet. Luminance of all pictures, including the grey background, was equalized.

Subsequent-memory/fear-conditioning paradigm
The encoding paradigm included 32 CS+ items (50% reinforcement rate) and 32 CS− items (Dunsmoor et al., 2012). Which of the two categories (animals or fruit/vegetables) served as CS+ was randomly counterbalanced across participants. The paradigm included two acquisition blocks and each block comprised 16 CS+ and 16 CS− items presentations, each with a 5 s duration. The intertrial interval (ITI) varied randomly between 3.5 and 6.5 s. Items were presented in a pseudorandom order with no more than three repetitions of the same category. Participants were instructed to figure out the relationship between the categories and the UCS, but did not do any other task when viewing the items. Sympathetic arousal and amygdala activity was measured in response to the individual items.

Item recognition memory test
The recognition test contained all 64 items presented during encoding (targets) with an additional 64 new items (lures), each with 5 s duration. The ITI varied randomly between 3.5 and 6.5 s. The lures were similar to the targets to prevent ceiling effects, which would make it impossible to test for subsequent memory effects. For example, if during encoding a dog was presented, then one of the lures was also a dog, but a different one. Participants were instructed to indicate whether they had seen the picture before, or whether it was a new picture. Response options consisted of three confidence bins (very sure, sure, unsure). Items were presented in a consecutive order. The presentation order of targets and lures was random.

For the subsequent memory analyses, we only included the very sure and sure hits in the remembered category to restrict this category to confident memory and not guesses (see Murray and Ranganath, 2007; Takashima et al., 2006; Turk-Browne et al., 2006; Wagner et al., 1998). Instead of omitting the unsure hits, we collapsed these with the misses to accommodate the low number of misses (i.e. too low to reliably estimate subsequent memory effects). Memory accuracy increased with confidence [F(2,46)=78.85, P<1.37E-15, P(1)=0.77] and was higher for the very sure [F(1,23)=179.216, P=2.42E-12, P(1)=0.89] as well as the sure [F(1,23)=17.951, P=3.12E-4, P(1)=0.44] bins compared with unsure bins. Although at the group level, there was still above-chance level performance in the unsure bin [F(1,23)=15.721, P<0.001, P(1)=0.43], at the individual level, there were on average only 1.6 unsure hit trials more than unsure false alarm trials per participant. The vast majority of the unsure hit trials is therefore likely to reflect forgotten items that were correctly guessed. We therefore define forgotten items as a combination of unsure hits and all misses.

Measurements of sympathetic arousal
Electrodermal activity was assessed using two Ag/AgCl electrodes attached to the distal phalanges of the first and second finger of the left hand using a BrainAmp MR system and recorded using BrainVision Recorder software (Brain Products GmbH, Munich, Germany). SCRs were analyzed using in-house software implemented in Matlab 7.14 (MathWorks). SCR amplitudes were determined for each trial within a latency window from 1 to 5 s after stimulus onset, where the peak could only occur 500 ms after baseline. Responses were square root-transformed prior to statistical analysis. Pupil dilation was measured using an MR-compatible eye tracking system (MEye Track-LR camera unit, SMI, SensoMotoric Instruments). Data were analyzed using in-house software (Hermans et al., 2013) implemented in Matlab 7.14 (MathWorks), which was based on methods described previously by others (Siegle et al., 2003). Eyeblink artifacts were identified by differentiating the signal to detect eye pupil changes occurring too rapidly (<60 ms) to represent actual dilation. Blinks were removed from the signal using linear interpolation. Pupil diameter for each trial was normalized by dividing the signal with the average of 1 s pre-stimulus onset baseline. The averaged baseline-corrected pupil diameter within a 1 to 5 s window during picture presentation was used as response measure. Statistical analyses on SCR and pupil dilation were done by comparing later remembered (confident hits) and later forgotten (misses and unsure hits) items for both CS types.

Physiological noise correction
Finger pulse was recorded using a pulse oximeter affixed to the third finger of the left hand. Respiration was measured...
using a respiration belt placed around the participant’s abdomen. Pulse and respiration measures were used for retrospective image-based correction (RETROICOR) of physiological noise artifacts in BOLD-fMRI data (Glover et al., 2000). Raw pulse and respiratory data were processed offline using in-house software for interactive visual artifact correction and peak detection, and were used to specify fifth-order Fourier models of the cardiac and respiratory phase-related modulation of the BOLD signal (Van Buuren et al., 2009), yielding 10 nuisance regressors for cardiac noise and 10 for respiratory noise. Additional regressors were calculated for heart rate frequency, heart rate variability, (raw) abdominal circumference, respiratory frequency, respiratory amplitude, and respiration volume per unit time (Birn et al., 2006), yielding a total of 26 RETROICOR regressors.

Peripheral shocks

Electrical shocks were delivered via two Ag/AgCl electrodes attached to the distal phalanges of the second and third finger of the right hand using a MAXTEENS 2000 (Bio-Protech) device. Shock duration was 200 ms, and intensity varied in 10 intensity steps between 0 and 40 V/0 and 80 mA. During the standardized shock intensity adjustment procedure, each participant received and subjectively rated five shocks, allowing shock intensity to converge to a level experienced as uncomfortable, but not painful. The resulting average intensity step was 5.5 (SD: 2.0) on a scale from 1 to 10 intensity steps.

MRI data acquisition and multi-echo weighting

MRI scans were acquired using a Siemens (Erlangen, Germany) MAGNETOM Skyra 3.0T MR scanner. T2*-weighted blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) images were recorded using a customized multi-echo EPI sequence with ascending slice acquisition (37 axial slices; TR, 2.38 s; TE, 15 and 36 ms; Generalized Autocalibrating Partially Parallel Acquisitions (Griswold et al., 2002) acceleration factor 4; flip angle, 90°; slice matrix size, 106 × 106; slice thickness, 2.0 mm; slice gap, 0.26 mm; field of view (FOV), 212 × 212 mm; bandwidth: 1748 Hz/px; echo spacing: 0.7 ms). The functional scans only had partial volume per unit time (Birn et al., 2002). Unwarping and realignment parameters were estimated from the first echo and applied to both echoes. Next, to account for regional variation in susceptibility-induced signal dropout, voxel-wise weighted sums of both echoes were calculated based on local contrast-to-noise ratio (Poser et al., 2006).

MRI data preprocessing and analyses

MRI data for the subsequent-memory/fear-conditioning paradigm were pre-processed in standard stereotactic (MN152) space (using SPM8; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm; Welcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK). Mutual information maximization based rigid body registration was used to register structural and (motion and geometric distortion-corrected) functional images. Structural images were segmented into grey matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) images using a unified probabilistic template registration and tissue classification method (Ashburner and Friston, 2005). Tissue images were then registered with site-specific tissue templates (created from 384 T1-weighted scans) using DARTEL (Ashburner, 2007), and registered (using an affine transformation) with the MN152 template included in SPM8. Identical transformations were applied to all functional images, which were resliced into 2 mm isotropic voxels and smoothed with a 6 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel.

For statistical analyses, responses to CS+ remembered items (confident hits), CS+ forgotten items (misses and unsure hits), CS− remembered items (confident hits), CS− forgotten items (misses and unsure hits), and shocks were estimated using a finite impulse response (FIR) model which included the two runs. This first-level model makes no assumptions regarding the haemodynamic response function (HRF) shape, and yields independent response estimates for all 6 TR bins within the per-stimulus time histogram. The last bin before CS offset, but still before the shock onset was used to provide the best possible estimate of the peak of the BOLD response to CSs. With this procedure, responses to CS+ trials can be fully separated from those to shocks. To verify this, we performed a separate FIR model in which everything was the same except for the regressors of interest. We included CS+ reinforced, CS+ unreinforced and CS− trial as regressors and compared the CS+ reinforced and the CS+ unreinforced trials in a direct contrast for the same bin. This did not yield any whole brain differences in CS response estimates (family-wise error (FWE) $P < 0.05$, whole-brain cluster corrected, or within the amygdala after small volume correction (SVC)). The first-level models additionally included six movement parameter regressors (three translations, three rotations) derived from rigid body motion correction, 26 RETROICOR physiological noise regressors (see above), high pass filtering (1/128 Hz cut-off), and AR(1) serial correlations correction. Single-subject contrast maps obtained from first-level analyses for the four conditions were entered into a second-level factorial ANOVA to test for the interaction and a second-level random effects analyses (one sample t-test) for additional simple effect analyses. We used a cluster-forming voxel-level threshold of $P < 0.005$ (uncorrected). Alpha was set at .05, whole-brain FWE corrected at the cluster level using Gaussian Random Field Theory based methods (Friston et al., 1996). Based on a priori hypotheses, results for amygdala were corrected for a reduced search volume using SVCs based on an anatomical mask of the amygdala (Automated Anatomical Labeling atlas; Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002).

Results

Item recognition memory test

Memory accuracy in the item recognition test was assessed by comparing the hit rates and false alarm rates for the CS+ and CS− items. Overall performance was above chance level [overall hit rate > false alarm rate; $F(1,22)=153.65, P = 2.13E-11, P_{H_0}^2 = 0.88$]. There was no accuracy difference between the CS+ and
sympathetic arousal to CS conditioning effect in the sympathetic arousal measures, how-
ever sympathetic arousal to CS conditioning effect, but did not predict subsequent item memory.
Turkey et al., 2021).

First, our sympathetic arousal measures revealed robust differential conditioning effects. SCRs [F(1, 23) = 19.975, P = 1.75E-4, \( \eta^2 = 0.47 \)] as well as pupil dilation responses [F(1, 23) = 27.58, \( \eta^2 = 0.55 \)] were higher for CS+ items compared with CS− items. There was no difference in SCRs between items later remembered (confident hits) and items later forgotten (misses and unsure hits) [F(1, 23) = 0.1681, \( \eta^2 = 0.07 \)], and no interaction between CS type (CS+, CS−) and memory (Remembered, Forgotten) [F(1, 23) = 0.562, \( \eta^2 = 0.046, \eta^2 = 0.02 \)] in SCRs. For pupil dilation responses, we did find an interaction between CS type (CS+, CS−) and later memory (Remembered, Forgotten) [F(1, 23) = 5.49, \( \eta^2 = 0.03, \eta^2 = 0.21 \)]. An unexpected finding, however, was that this interaction was driven by an increased pupil dilation for CS− items that were later forgotten compared with CS+ items that were later remembered [t(23) = 3.098, \( \eta = 0.005, D = 1.29 \)]. Pupil dilation was similar for CS+ items that were later remembered vs later forgotten [t(23) = 0.82, \( \eta = 0.94, D = 0.34 \)]. In conclusion, we found a differential conditioning effect in the sympathetic arousal measures, however, sympathetic arousal to CS+ items did not predict item memory. See Figure 2.

**Physiological measures**

First, our sympathetic arousal measures revealed robust differential conditioning effects. SCRs [F(1, 23) = 19.975, \( \eta^2 = 0.47 \)] as well as pupil dilation responses [F(1, 23) = 27.58, \( \eta^2 = 0.55 \)] were higher for CS+ items compared with CS− items. There was no difference in SCRs between items later remembered (confident hits) and items later forgotten (misses and unsure hits) [F(1, 23) = 0.1681, \( \eta^2 = 0.07 \)], and no interaction between CS type (CS+, CS−) and memory (Remembered, Forgotten) [F(1, 23) = 0.562, \( \eta^2 = 0.046, \eta^2 = 0.02 \)] in SCRs. For pupil dilation responses, we did find an interaction between CS type (CS+, CS−) and later memory (Remembered, Forgotten) [F(1, 23) = 5.49, \( \eta^2 = 0.03, \eta^2 = 0.21 \)]. An unexpected finding, however, was that this interaction was driven by an increased pupil dilation for CS− items that were later forgotten compared with CS+ items that were later remembered [t(23) = 3.098, \( \eta = 0.005, D = 1.29 \)]. Pupil dilation was similar for CS+ items that were later remembered vs later forgotten [t(23) = 0.82, \( \eta = 0.94, D = 0.34 \)]. In conclusion, we found a differential conditioning effect in the sympathetic arousal measures, however, sympathetic arousal to CS+ items did not predict item memory. See Figure 2.

**Functional MRI**

We then tested whether there was a differential conditioning response in the amygdala, however this was not the case (no voxels exceeding the clustering threshold of \( P < 0.005 \), uncorrected). Whole-brain analyses showed activation in the anterior insula, left [cluster size = 3376 mm³, cluster \( P = 0.002, \) whole-brain corrected] and right [cluster size = 9480 mm³, cluster \( P = 4.843E-08, \) whole-brain corrected] in response to the CS+ items vs CS− items. Deactivations were found in the ventral medial prefrontal cortex [cluster size = 3784 mm³, cluster \( P = 0.001, \) whole-brain corrected]. See Table 3 and Figure 3A.

Next, we tested whether there was an interaction between CS type (CS+, CS−) and subsequent memory (Remembered, Forgotten). We found a significant cluster in the right amygdala (cluster \( P = 0.048, \) SVC). As expected, amygdala activity was higher for CS+ items later remembered than for CS− items later forgotten (cluster \( P = 0.044, \) SVC). There was no difference between the CS− items later remembered and CS− items later forgotten (no voxels exceeding the clustering threshold of \( P < 0.005, \) uncorrected). As can be seen from Figure 3C, the interaction cluster seems to lie toward the edge of the dorsal part of the AAL amygdala mask. We therefore performed additional analyses to ensure we can attribute the activation cluster to the amygdala. These analyses show that 64% of all voxels of that cluster are within the mask, including the peak voxel (\( t = 3.55, P = 0.021, \) FWE-SVC voxel level). The activation cluster is not part of another, bigger cluster and the remaining voxels outside of the mask fall within white matter and not within another structure. Furthermore, when we increase the whole-brain cluster-defining threshold from \( P < 0.005 \) to \( < 0.001 \) we see that the percentage of voxels that fall within the mask increases to 82% (\( P = 0.017, \) FWE-SVC cluster level). Thus, the central part of the cluster (including the peak voxel) is within the AAL amygdala mask and we therefore attribute the cluster to the amygdala.

Last, for the main effect of subsequent memory (Remembered, Forgotten) we found activations in the hippocampus extending into the parahippocampal gyrus, left [cluster size = 2256 mm³, cluster \( P = 0.018, \) whole-brain corrected] and right [cluster size = 2400 mm³, cluster \( P = 0.013, \) whole-brain corrected] and fusiform gyrus, left [cluster size = 26 360 mm³, cluster \( P = 1.11E-16, \) whole-brain corrected] and right [cluster size = 8736 mm³, cluster \( P = 1.46E-07, \) whole-brain corrected], among others (see Table 3). There were no significant deactivations. In conclusion, amygdala activity is not enhanced for CS+ items overall, but does predict memory for CS+ items. See Figure 3B.

**Discussion**

The aim of this study was to disentangle the roles of noradrenergic-sympathetic arousal and the amygdala in emotional declarative memory by using an experimental design in which we were able to orthogonalize arousal (CS+ vs CS−) and subsequent item memory (remembered vs forgotten items). We found that skin conductance and pupil dilation showed a robust differential conditioning effect, but did not predict subsequent item memory. In contrast, amygdala activity did not show a differential conditioning effect, but predicted subsequent item memory specifically for CS+ trials. Thus, we demonstrate a dissociation between the roles of amygdala activation and noradrenergic-sympathetic arousal in emotional declarative memory.

We found robust differential conditioning effects in our noradrenergic-sympathetic arousal measures, but not in the amygdala. This finding seems to contradict findings from the rodent literature showing that the (central nucleus of the) amygdala is involved in regulating autonomic (LeDoux et al., 1988) and noradrenergic responses (Reyes et al., 2011). Indeed, stimulation of the amygdala leads to changes in autonomic responses in both humans and animals (Chapman et al., 1954; Kaada et al., 1954; Reis and LeDoux, 1987). Our null finding, however, is consistent

| Table 1. Grouping of number of trials based on subsequent memory performance |
|---------------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
|                                | Misses          |                 |                 |
|                                | Unsere          | Sure           | Very sure       |
| CS+ + r                        | 4.83 (2.76)     | 2.25 (1.65)    | 3.63 (2.28)     | 4.96 (2.44) |
| CS+ + ur                       | 5.42 (2.83)     | 2.58 (2.24)    | 3.46 (1.67)     | 4.29 (2.87) |
| Total                          | 10.25 (4.95)    | 4.83 (3.24)    | 7.07 (3.32)     | 9.25 (4.95) |
| CS−                            | 12.08 (4.28)    | 4.50 (3.08)    | 6.88 (3.29)     | 8.08 (5.29) |

Notes: Very sure and sure were grouped as later remembered and misses and unsure hits were grouped as later forgotten. r, reinforced; ur, unreinforced.

| Table 2. Proportion of memory performance based on confidence interval |
|-----------------|----------------|----------------|
|                 | Hit rate        | False alarm rate |
|                 | Unsere          | Sure           | Very sure       |
|                 | Unsere          | Sure           | Very sure       |
| CS+ + r         | 0.56 (0.33)     | 0.63 (0.27)    | 0.82 (0.19)     | 0.41 (0.32)     |
| CS+ + ur        | 0.52 (0.27)     | 0.62 (0.22)    | 0.81 (0.30)     | 0.46 (0.27)     |
| Total           | 0.56 (0.28)     | 0.62 (0.19)    | 0.80 (0.21)     | 0.45 (0.24)     |
| CS−             | 0.55 (0.25)     | 0.56 (0.20)    | 0.77 (0.19)     | 0.36 (0.20)     | 0.25 (0.17)     | 0.12 (0.11)     |
with the human neuroimaging literature on fear conditioning (see Mechias et al., 2010; Bach et al., 2011; Fullana et al., 2015). In humans, differential conditioning effects in the amygdala are often only seen during the first few trials, when fear learning takes place (LaBar et al., 1998; Büchel and Dolan, 2000). Furthermore, using a Pavlovian reversal learning paradigm, it has been shown that BOLD signal in the amygdala tracks an associability signal rather than a reinforcement prediction error.

Fig. 2. Behavioral and physiological results. (A) Pupil dilation responses related to memory formation for both CS types and averaged across encoding trials that were later forgotten and those that were later remembered. The top graph shows the baseline corrected time course and the bottom graph the average of the 1–5 s latency window. (B) SCRs related to memory formation for both CS types and encoding trials that were later forgotten and those that were later remembered. Rem, trials later remembered; For, trials later forgotten.

Fig. 3. Subsequent memory analyses of the categorical fear conditioning paradigm. (A) Brain activation for the contrast CS+ > CS− (bilateral insula). (B) Brain activation for the contrast Remembered > Forgotten (bilateral hippocampus). (C) Brain activation for the interaction CS type and later memory (right amygdala). The dashed line illustrates the outline of the Automated Anatomical Labeling amygdala mask. Post hoc test shows increased amygdala activity for CS+ remembered vs CS+ forgotten (P = 0.04, Small Volume Corrected). For visualization purposes a threshold of P < 0.005 uncorrected was used. For corrected inferential statistics based on cluster size see Table 3. Extracted average from the contrast estimates from the significant cluster from the interaction contrast in the amygdala is plotted in a bar graph for illustration purposes.
signal (Li et al., 2011), meaning that amygdala responsiveness is related to the extent to which a cue has previously been accompanied by an unexpected event. Thus, our findings fit with the existing human neuroimaging literature and suggest that, rather than fear expression, activation of the amygdala primarily reflects enhanced encoding of relevant information in ambiguous situations or when the predictive value of information is uncertain (see Whalen et al., 1998; Davis and Whalen, 2001).

Although functional neuroimaging data can only provide correlational evidence, this interpretation is also in line with data from studies on amygdala lesions. Although the rodent literature has indicated that the amygdala plays a crucial role in both fear acquisition and expression (LeDoux, 2003), in primates, the amygdala does not seem to be crucially involved in the expression of conditioned fear (Antoniadis et al., 2009). Human patients with selective bilateral amygdala damage typically show deficits in conditioned fear responses (Bechara et al., 1999; Klumpers et al., 2014). However, this is not causal evidence for a role of the amygdala in the expression of conditioned fear in humans, since the amygdala lesion is also present when the fear association is learned. Nevertheless, responses to unconditioned stimuli are usually intact (Bechara et al., 1999; LaBar and Cabeza, 2006; Murty et al., 2011). However, these previous studies could not disentangle the separate roles of noradrenergic-sympathetic arousal and amygdala activation in enhancing declarative memory. Amygdala responses found in these paradigms could therefore reflect a response to arousing material (Morris et al., 1997; Whalen et al., 1998; Vuilleumier et al., 2001; Hariri et al., 2002) as well as perceptual-mnemonic processes. We therefore extend these findings by showing that noradrenergic-sympathetic arousal only predicts declarative memory for arousing stimuli when coinciding with amygdala activation.

Our data are furthermore in line with findings in rodents showing that the amygdala, in particular the basolateral amygdala (BLA), is necessary for arousal-related neuromodulators to have an effect on memory processes elsewhere in the brain (McGaugh, 2004; Roozendaal and McGaugh, 2011). Indeed, direct infusion of neuromodulatory agents affecting the noradrenergic system into the BLA after learning, have been shown to enhance memory (Ferry and McGaugh, 1999; McIntyre et al., 2005). This is even the case for learning events that are low in arousal (Roozendaal et al., 2008), meaning that in absence of noradrenergic-sympathetic arousal system, noradrenergic activation in the amygdala can influence memory. Moreover, the effects of these post-training manipulations of noradrenergic activity in the BLA influence memory types that are dependent on other brain regions such as the hippocampus, caudate nucleus, and insular cortex (Packard et al., 1994; Hatfield and McGaugh, 1999; Beldjoud et al., 2015). Additionally, these effects are blocked when the amygdala is lesioned (Liang et al., 1982; Cahill and McGaugh, 1991). In humans it was found that β-adrenergic antagonists (i.e. propranolol) administration blocks the emotional enhancement effect for arousing material (Cahill et al., 1994; Van

### Table 3. Peak voxel coordinates and cluster statistics and size for the subsequent-memory/fear-conditioning paradigm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Side</th>
<th>x(mm)</th>
<th>y(mm)</th>
<th>z(mm)</th>
<th>Z-score</th>
<th>Cluster p</th>
<th>Size (mm³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CS + &gt; CS –</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior insula</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>4.84E-08</td>
<td>9480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior insula</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>–30</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>–4</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>3376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supramarginal gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>–46</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>2696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CS – &gt; CS +</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventromedial prefrontal cortex</td>
<td>R/L</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>–6</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>3784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remembered &gt; forgotten</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior occipital gyrus/Cuneus/Precuneus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>–68</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>9.281E-08</td>
<td>9040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusiform gyrus/Inferior occipital gyrus</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>–30</td>
<td>–60</td>
<td>–14</td>
<td>4.74</td>
<td>1.110E-16</td>
<td>26 360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior frontal gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.74</td>
<td>8.064E-06</td>
<td>6216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parahippocampal gyrus/hippocampus</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>–16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>–22</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>2256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior orbital frontal cortex</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>–14</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>3776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusiform gyrus/Inferior occipital gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>–34</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>1.464E-07</td>
<td>8736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parahippocampal gyrus/hippocampus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>–22</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supramarginal gyrus</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>–58</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>–6</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>0.048 (SVC)</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amygdala</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>–6</td>
<td>–14</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>3.048 (SVC)</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amygdala</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>–8</td>
<td>–14</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>0.044 (SVC)</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: All coordinates are defined in MNI152 space. All reported statistics are significant at P < 0.05, cluster-level corrected for the whole brain unless indicated otherwise (SVC).
Stegeren et al. (1998) and abolishes the subsequent memory effect in the amygdala (Strange and Dolan, 2004). Importantly, the emotional enhancement effects are driven by central and not peripheral noradrenergic activation (Van Stegeren et al., 1998). These findings align closely with the present study in showing the importance of noradrenergic activation of the amygdala, but do not directly demonstrate a dissociation between the noradrenergic-sympathetic response and amygdala activation.

Rodent data showing functional specificity within amygdala subregions raise the question whether we can attribute the BOLD activation found in the present study to any subregion of the amygdala. Although we observed that the activation lies more toward the central nucleus of the amygdala rather than the BLA, it is questionable whether we can draw inferences at this level of spatial specificity with BOLD-fMRI at this resolution. A comparison between subregions of the amygdala using BOLD-fMRI is inherently difficult because signal loss and distortion due to magnetic field inhomogeneity increases towards the ventral part of the brain, where the BLA is located (Merboldt et al., 2001; Sladky et al., 2013). Moreover, we applied spatial smoothing to improve signal-to-noise ratio and accommodate the anatomical and functional variability between subjects, but this further reduces the spatial accuracy. Thus, whether the effect we observed can be attributed to a specific subregion of the amygdala remains an open question.

Our behavioral data did not show enhanced item memory recognition for CS+ items compared with CS− items, even though previous studies using a similar paradigm did find a memory enhancement for CS+ items (Dunsmoor et al., 2012, 2015). A plausible explanation for this null finding is that the lures in our paradigm were more similar to the targets (i.e. if the target was a dog, the lure was a different dog). We included a relatively small number of trials (i.e. 64 encoding trials) due to the fear conditioning procedure. This made the task more difficult in order to prevent ceiling effects and to be able to reliably investigate subsequent memory effects. Another crucial difference is that our task did not include expectancy ratings for the UCS (Dunsmoor et al., 2012, 2015). These expectancy ratings might have had similar effects on encoding as do judgments tasks (e.g. living/non-living judgments in response to objects or animals) in memory paradigms, which are used to ensure more elaborate encoding (Gabrieli et al., 1997; Takashima et al., 2006; Turk-Browne et al., 2006). A lack of an overall emotional enhancement effect is not uncommon, nevertheless, in studies using recognition memory tests (Richardson et al., 2004; Windmann and Kutas, 2001), even when amygdala activity predicts recognition of individual emotional items (Richardson et al., 2004). Indeed, the effect of emotion on memory is thought to be reduced (or not present) when assessing memory via recognition instead of recollection (Yonelinas and Ritchey, 2015). When we compared all items later remembered versus all items later forgotten we did find a strong subsequent memory effect in the hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus. These findings are consistent with a crucial role for these regions in non-emotional declarative memory (Wagner et al., 1998). Thus, hippocampal and parahippocampal activations predict overall memory, while the amygdala specifically predicts memory for CS+ items.

To summarize, we demonstrate that noradrenergic-sympathetic activation is not sufficient to enhance emotional declarative memory, but requires additional activation of the amygdala. Our data show that these two processes do not play a uniform role in memory. These findings support animal models stating that the amygdala integrates arousal-related
euromodulatory changes to modulate mnemonic processes elsewhere in the brain and thereby strengthens declarative memory.
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